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GMT adc burst mode
lpcware pdf - The ADC is
set to the burst mode, I
mean, CPU has to do some
processes immediately after
the analog input value
crosses a certain point, then
ADC is set to burst mode.
Now I've got ADC_A_IRQ,
but
the
reading
of
<THCMPCROSS> field of
SEQA_GDAT register is
always zero . Fri, 04 Jan
2019 05:04:00 GMT ADC
Burst
Mode
|
NXP
Community
Hello
Community, i use the
LPC1549 ÂµC board with
the
Control
Board
(OM13068) and i have a
problem
with
the
ADC/ADC burst mode. I
want to implement a
method called "Variable
Inductance
Sensing
Method" to detect the
rotorposition of a BLDC
motor. Sun, 02 Oct 2011
23:57:00 GMT LPC1549
ADC/ADC burst Mode
measurement problem |
NXP Community - Hi
Simon, I've been following
along your comments on
ADC spikes and tried out
you ADC_test library. I
expected to see a stable
ADC output with it but
don't do you have any
sample output on what you
get with it to see if I can
troubleshoot the use I'm
giving to it? I'm testing with
a simple voltage divider
from 3.3V. Mon, 17 Mar
2008
23:59:00
GMT
Comprehensive ADC driver
with interrupts and burst
mode - LPC17xx ADC
burst mode vs interrupt

mode.
Started
by
Jean-Sebastien
Stoezel
October
3,
2011.
Chronological;
Newest
First; Hi: I would like to
identify the pros and cons
of using the ADC of an
LPC17xx in burst vs
interrupt mode. The end
application I'm working on
is a typical control system,
analog
channels
are
sampled at a fixed rate, then
processed, and eventually
outputs are updated. I see ...
Thu, 17 Jan 2019 21:24:00
GMT lpc2000 | LPC17xx
ADC burst mode vs
interrupt mode - board)
with IAR C compiler 5.10. I
need to read AD0.1, AD0.3
and AD0.5 in burst mode
but I cannot solve a
problem: if all are enabled
only the lower order
channel is read while the
others are read as 0. If AD
channels 1,3,5 are enabled,
channel 1 is ok, channels 3
and 5 are 0. If AD channels
3 and 5 lpc2000 | LPC23xx
ADC
burst
mode
EmbeddedRelated.com
ADC
on
LPC1768.
Discussion
created
by
lpcware on Jun 15, 2016
Latest reply on Jun 15,
2016 by lpcware. Like â€¢
Show 0 Likes 0; Comment
â€¢ 4; Content originally
posted in LPCWare by
paulantony49 on Tue Dec
30 04:37:11 MST 2014 I
am using the 12bit ADC of
the LPC1768 for sensor
data
accusation
and
naturally require very high
reliability. On testing the
same using a LPC1768
xplorer board, the ... ADC
on LPC1768 | NXP
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